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Needle: Size 7 circular needle of sufficient length to Magic Loop - or DPNs if you prefer 

Yarn: about 25 grams/55 yards of worsted weight yarn (designed in Cascade 220) 

Notions: Tapestry Needle, 2 stitch markers, 2 strands of waste yarn 

Gauge: ~5 ½ stitches per inch 

Special stitch: c2s - Cross 2 stitches: knit into the 2nd stitch on the left needle and then knit into the 1st 

stitch on the left needle, remove both stitches from needle.  

Not so special stitches:  k: knit, p: purl, m1R: make one right, m1L: make one left, kfb: knit front and 

back, pm: place marker, sm: slip marker. 

Instructions (make 2 for pair): 

Cast on 27 and split with 12 stitches on left and 15 stitches on right. Join into round without twisting. 

 1- 3: *k2, p1* repeat to end of round 

 4: *c2s, p1* repeat to end of round 

 5 - 8: repeat rows 1 - 4 

 9 - 11: *k2, p1* repeat to end of round 

 12: k1, pm, k1, pm, k25 

 13: k1, sm, m1R, k1, m1L, sm, k25 

 14, 15: k29 

 16: k1, sm, m1R, k3, m1L, sm, k25 

 17, 18: k31 

 19: k1, sm, m1R, k5, m1L, sm, k25 

 20, 21: k33 

 22: k1, sm, m1R, k7, m1L, sm, k25 

 23, 24: k35 

 25: k1, remove marker, transfer 9 stitches to waste yarn, remove marker, k25 

 26: k10, kfb, k15 

 27 - 31: k27 

 32, 33: *k2, p1* repeat to end of round 

 34: *c2s, p1* repeat to end of round 

 35, 36: *k2, p1* repeat to end of round  

Bind off in pattern. 

For Thumb: 

Transfer held stitches from waste yarn to needles, picking up 3 stitches from around the join at base of 

thumb, for a total of 12 stitches. 

 Work 3 rows *k1, p1* 

Bind off, weave in loose ends.  


